Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change

SOUTH FEDERAL WAY ENCHANTED PARKWAY STATION DESIGN CONCEPT AND CIRCULATION (Garage Parking Configuration)
Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change.
Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change.

SOUTH FEDERAL WAY 352ND SPAN OPTION DESIGN CONCEPT AND CIRCULATION

This option can be combined with either a garage (shown) or surface parking configuration. For the surface parking configuration, see South Federal Way Enchanted Parkway Design Concept and Circulation (Surface Parking Configuration).
Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change
SOUTH FEDERAL WAY I-5 STATION
DESIGN CONCEPT AND CIRCULATION (Surface Parking Configuration)

Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change
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FIFE STATION
DESIGN CONCEPT AND CIRCULATION (Surface Parking Configuration)

Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change
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Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change

TACOMA PORTLAND AVENUE SPAN STATION OPTION DESIGN CONCEPT AND CIRCULATION
Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change.
Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change.
Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change.

TACOMA CLOSE TO SOUNDER STATION DESIGN CONCEPT AND CIRCULATION
(Transit Plaza Layout)
Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change

TACOMA CLOSE TO SOUNDER STATION
DESIGN CONCEPT AND CIRCULATION
(One-Way (Eastbound) 25th Street Sawtooth Layout)
TACOMA CLOSE TO SOUNDER STATION DESIGN CONCEPT AND CIRCULATION
(Two-Way (Transit Only) 25th Street Layout)

Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change.
Design of station and alignment concepts currently in progress and subject to change.